2018-00288 - PhD Position : Natural language processing: adding new words to a speech recognition system using Deep Neural Networks

Type de contrat : CDD de la fonction publique
Niveau de diplôme exigé : Bac + 5 ou équivalent
Fonction : Doctorant

Contexte et atouts du poste

Title:
Natural Language Processing: adding new words to a speech recognition system using Deep Neural Networks
- Location: INRIA/LORIA Nancy Grand Est research center France
- Research theme: Perception, Cognition, Interaction
- Project-team: Multispeech
- Scientific Context:
Voice is seen as the next big field for computer interaction. The research company Gartner reckons that by 2018, 30% of all interactions with devices will be voice-based: people can speak up to four times faster than they can type, and the technology behind voice interaction is improving all the time. As of October 2017, Amazon Echo is present in about 4% of American households. Voice assistants are proliferating in smartphones too: Apple’s Siri handles over 2 billion commands a week, and 20% of Google searches on Android-powered handsets in America are done by voice input.

The proper nouns (PNs) play a particular role: they are often important to understand a message and can vary enormously. For example, a voice assistant should know the names of all your friends; a search engine should know the names of all famous people and places, names of museums, etc.

An automatic speech recognition system uses a lexicon containing the most frequent words of the language and only the words of the lexicon can be recognized by the system. It is impossible to add all possible proper names because there are millions proper names and new ones appear every day.

A competitive solution is to dynamically add new PNs into the ASR system. The idea is to add only relevant proper names: for instance if we want to transcribe a video document about football results, we should add the names of famous football players and not politicians.

In this study, we will focus on the problem of proper names in automatic recognition systems. The problem is to find relevant proper names for the audio document we want to transcribe. To select the relevant proper names, we propose to use an artificial neural network.

Mission confiée

- Missions:
We assume that in an audio document to transcribe we have missing proper names, i.e. proper names that are pronounced in the audio document but that are not in the lexicon of the automatic speech recognition system; these proper names cannot be recognized (out-of-vocabulary proper names, OOV PNs)

The goal of this PhDThesis is to find a list of relevant OOV PNs that correspond to an audio document and to integrate them in the speech recognition system. We will use a Deep neural network to find relevant OOV PNs The input of the DNN will be the approximate transcription of the audio document and the output will be the list of relevant OOV PNs with their probabilities. The retrieved proper names will be added to the lexicon and
a new recognition of the audio document will be performed.

Principales activités

- Missions
During the thesis, the student will investigate methodologies based on deep neural networks [Deng2013]. The candidate will study different structures of DNN and different representation of documents [Mikolov2013]. The student will validate the proposed approaches using the automatic transcription system of radio broadcast developed in our team.

- Bibliography:

Compétences

- **Skills and profile:** Master in computer science, background in statistics, natural language processing, experience with deep learning tools (keras, kaldi, etc.) and computer program skills (Perl, Python).

Avantages sociaux

- Subsidised catering service
- Partially-reimbursed public transport

Rémunération

Monthly salary after taxes: around 1596,05€ for 1st and 2nd year. 1678,99€ for 3rd year. (medical insurance included).

Informations générales

- **Ville:** Villers-lès-Nancy
- **Centre Inria:** CRI Nancy - Grand Est
- **Date de prise de fonction souhaitée:** 01-09-2018
- **Durée de contrat:** 3 ans
- **Date limite pour postuler:** 01-05-2018

Contacts

- **Equipe Inria:** MULTISPEECH
- **Recruteur:**
  Illina Irène / irina.illina@loria.fr

L'essentiel pour réussir

- **Additional information:**
  Supervision and contact: Irina Illina, LORIA/INRIA (illina@loria.fr), Dominique Fohr INRIA/LORIA (dominique.fohr@loria.fr) https://members.loria.fr/IIIllina/, https://members.loria.fr/DFohr/
  Additional links: Ecole Doctorale IAEM Lorraine
  Duration: 3 years
Starting date: between Oct. 1st 2018 and Jan. 1st 2019
Deadline to apply: May 1st 2018

The candidates are required to provide the following documents in a single pdf or ZIP file:

CV
A cover/motivation letter describing their interest in the topic
Degree certificates and transcripts for Bachelor and Master (or the last 5 years)
Master thesis (or equivalent) if it is already completed, or a description of the work in progress, otherwise
The publications (or web links) of the candidate, if any (it is not expected that they have any)

In addition, one recommendation letter from the person who supervises(d) the Master thesis (or research project or internship) should be sent directly by his/her author to the prospective PhD advisor.

Conditions pour postuler

Sécurité défense:
Ce poste est susceptible d'être affecté dans une zone à régime restrictif (ZRR), telle que définie dans le décret n°2011-1425 relatif à la protection du potentiel scientifique et technique de la nation (PPST). L'autorisation d'accès à une zone est délivrée par le chef d'établissement, après avis ministériel favorable, tel que défini dans l'arrêté du 03 juillet 2012, relatif à la PPST. Un avis ministériel défavorable pour un poste affecté dans une ZRR aurait pour conséquence l'annulation du recrutement.

Politique de recrutement:
Dans le cadre de sa politique diversité, tous les postes Inria sont accessibles aux personnes en situation de handicap.

Attention: Les candidatures doivent être déposées en ligne sur le site Inria. Le traitement des candidatures adressées par d'autres canaux n'est pas garanti.